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Investigations into the Method of the Social Sciences Here is the book that gave the Austrian School its name. Menger
â€” the founder of the School â€” lays the foundation.

Thus, once a child learns what he has been taught teaching is said to have taken place. The careful selection
and orderly arrangement of the various elements of the curriculum materials and the various ways or the
general pattern of approach in which they are introduced to the learner constitutes the instructional process.
The idea of adopting and using materials and equipments to enhance effectiveness in the instructional process
is as old as mankind. The wise teacher will always use equipments or aids in form of instructional materials to
help the learners understand and learn better. This, he does alongside an appropriate method of instruction.
Udeh as cited in Olumba , emphasized that, the Greek mathematics had diagrams drawn on sand and Jesus
Christ who was one of the greatest teacher made continued use of materials and illustrations during the course
of his teachings. He added that, his special reference was to what they could see, touch, manipulated etc to
drive home his message. Ukwueze cited that, the use of instructional materials and methods is still being
practical in our traditional society. This, he cited that traditional mothers not only teach their daughters the
methods of cooking food but also the ingredients materials to be used in cooking activity and teaching an
enterprising venture, Awonji affirms that, the use of instructional materials and good strategies in teaching and
learning environment is very important as they make lesson experiences more concrete and realistic in
learners. He added that, if instructional materials and effective methods were used in our traditional society to
aid teaching and learning especially social studies, then one can deduced that our present form and provisions
of education which instructional materials are almost an abstract subject. Most often teaching especially in
social studies is done with inadequate instructional materials which will result in learners not understanding
the lessons taught and if the lesson is not understood, it leads to a qualitative failure in examination. From the
above, one can gather that, the use of instructional materials coupled with adequate and effective methods in
the teaching of social studies in the learning situation is very crucial. Ike referred that, instructional materials
are device which present a complete body of information and are largely self supporting rather than
supplementary in teaching or learning process. They are information carrying technologies that are used for
instructional purpose with the hope of delivering educational information very quickly and very vividly too.
This implies that, makers of instructional materials should make sure. That they are prepared in a way that
they will be real and meaningful to learners. Ikwuzom opined that instructional materials and methods enables
the teacher to widen the experiences of his students. This is done by exposing the students into a variety of
experiences that would enable them see things that exist outside their immediate environment. With the use of
films for instance, students see far communities and settlements and how people lie there. Thus, when students
see things they could not have seen without instructional materials, their experiences will be broaden and
depend. Social studies on its own is very rich in instructional materials and methods for its effectiveness. This
is true because the whole environment of man with all the things in it constitute the laboratory for social
studies. The dynamic nature of social studies education makes it paramount for the teachers of social studies to
use instructional materials to enable the students quickly relate their classroom to the environment they live in
and interact.
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2: Investigations into the Methods of the Social Sciences by Carl Menger
Investigations Into the Method of the Social Sciences analyzes the nature of political economy, its subdivisions, its
truths, and the goals of research in the field. He concludes that political economy, "theoretical economics, economic
policy, and the science of finance" is a theoretical- political science and not a "historical" science.

Introduction[ edit ] The goal of this chapter is to introduce the methods employed by sociologists in their study
of social life. This is not a chapter on statistics nor does it detail specific methods in sociological investigation.
The primary aim is to illustrate how sociologists go beyond common sense understandings in trying to explain
or understand social phenomena. They do not see the world as we normally do, they question and analyze why
things happen and if there is a way to stop a problem before it happens. At issue in this chapter are the
methods used by sociologists to claim to speak authoritatively about social life. There are dozens of different
ways that human beings claim to acquire knowledge. A few common examples are: Choosing to trust another
source for information is the act of making that source an authority in your life. Parents, friends, the media,
religious leaders, your professor, books, or web pages are all examples of secondary sources of information
that some people trust for information. People often claim to have learned something through an experience,
such as a car accident or using some type of drug. Some physical skills, such as waterskiing or playing
basketball, are acquired primarily through experience. On the other hand, some experiences are subjective and
are not generalizable to all. Simple deduction is often used to discern truth from falsity and is the primary way
of knowing used in philosophy. I might suggest that if I fall in a swimming pool full of water, I will get wet. If
that premise is true and I fall in a swimming pool, you could deduce that I got wet. Many people who live in
societies that have not experienced industrialization decide what to do in the future by repeating what was
done in the past. Even in modern societies, many people get satisfaction out of celebrating holidays the same
way year after year. Fast-paced change in modern societies, however, makes traditional knowledge less and
less helpful in making good choices. Some people claim to acquire knowledge believed to be valid by
consulting religious texts and believing what is written in them, such as the Torah, the Bible, the Koran, the
Bhagavad Gita, or the Book of Mormon. Others claim to receive revelations from a higher power in the form
of voices or a general intuitive sense of what one should do. The scientific method combines the use of logic
with controlled experience, creating a novel way of discovery that marries sensory input with careful thinking.
By adopting a model of cause and effect, scientists produce knowledge that can explain certain phenomena
and even predict various outcomes before they occur. These methods of claiming to know certain things are
referred to as epistemologies. An epistemology is simply a way of knowing. In Sociology, information
gathered through science is privileged over all others. That is, information gleaned using other epistemologies
will be rejected if it is not supported by evidence gathered using the scientific method. The Scientific Method[
edit ] A scientific method or process is considered fundamental to the scientific investigation and acquisition
of new knowledge based upon verifiable evidence. In addition to employing the scientific method in their
research, sociologists explore the social world with several different purposes in mind. Like the physical
sciences i. This approach to doing science is often termed positivism though perhaps more accurately should
be called empiricism. The positivist approach to social science seeks to explain and predict social phenomena,
often employing a quantitative approach where aspects of social life are assigned numerical codes and
subjected to in-depth analyses to uncover trends often missed by a casual observer. This approach most often
makes use of deductive reasoning , which initially forms a theory and hypothesis, which are then subjected to
empirical testing. Unlike the physical sciences, sociology and other social sciences, like anthropology also
often seek simply to understand social phenomena. Max Weber labeled this approach Verstehen , which is
German for understanding. This approach, called qualitative sociology, aims to understand a culture or
phenomenon on its own terms rather than trying to develop a theory that allows for prediction. Qualitative
sociologists more frequently use inductive reasoning where an investigator will take time to make repeated
observations of the phenomena under study, with the hope of coming to a thorough and grounded
understanding of what is really going on. Both approaches employ a scientific method as they make
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observations and gather data, propose hypotheses, and test or refine their hypotheses in the formulation of
theories. These steps are outlined in more detail below. Sociologists use observations, hypotheses, deductions,
and inductions to understand and ultimately develop explanations for social phenomena in the form of
theories. Predictions from these theories are tested. If a prediction turns out to be correct, the theory survives.
If not, the theory is modified or discarded. The method is commonly taken as the underlying logic of scientific
practice. Science is essentially an extremely cautious means of building a supportable, evidenced
understanding of our natural and social worlds. The essential elements of a scientific method are iterations and
recursions of the following four steps: The systematic, careful collection of measurements, counts or
categorical distinctions of relevant quantities or qualities is often the critical difference between
pseudo-sciences, such as alchemy , and a science, such as chemistry. Scientific measurements are usually
tabulated, graphed, or mapped, and statistical manipulations, such as correlation and regression , performed on
them. The measurements might be made in a controlled setting, such as a laboratory, or made on more or less
inaccessible or unmanipulatable objects such as human populations. The measurements often require
specialized scientific instruments such as thermometers, spectroscopes, or voltmeters, and the progress of a
scientific field is usually intimately tied to their invention and development. These categorical distinctions
generally require specialized coding or sorting protocols that allow differential qualities to be sorted into
distinct categories, which may be compared and contrasted over time, and the progress of scientific fields in
this vein are generally tied to the accumulation of systematic categories and observations across multiple
natural sites. In both cases, scientific progress relies upon ongoing intermingling between measurement and
categorical approaches to data analysis. Measurements demand the use of operational definitions of relevant
quantities a. That is, a scientific quantity is described or defined by how it is measured, as opposed to some
more vague, inexact or idealized definition. The operational definition of a thing often relies on comparisons
with standards: In short, to operationalize a variable means creating an operational definition for a concept
someone intends to measure. Similarly, categorical distinctions rely upon the use of previously observed
categorizations. A scientific category is thus described or defined based upon existing information gained from
prior observations and patterns in the natural world as opposed to socially constructed "measurements" and
"standards" in order to capture potential missing pieces in the logic and definitions of previous studies. In both
cases, however, how this is done is very important as it should be done with enough precision that independent
researchers should be able to use your description of your measurement or construction of categories, and
repeat either or both. The scientific definition of a term sometimes differs substantially from its natural
language usage. For example, sex and gender are often used interchangeably in common discourse, but have
distinct meanings in sociology. Scientific quantities are often characterized by their units of measure which
can later be described in terms of conventional physical units when communicating the work while scientific
categorizations are generally characterized by their shared qualities which can later be described in terms of
conventional linguistic patterns of communication. Measurements and categorizations in scientific work are
also usually accompanied by estimates of their uncertainty or disclaimers concerning the scope of initial
observations. The uncertainty is often estimated by making repeated measurements of the desired quantity.
Uncertainties may also be calculated by consideration of the uncertainties of the individual underlying
quantities that are used. Counts of things, such as the number of people in a nation at a particular time, may
also have an uncertainty due to limitations of the method used. Counts may only represent a sample of desired
quantities, with an uncertainty that depends upon the sampling method used and the number of samples taken
see the central limit theorem. Hypothesis Development[ edit ] A hypothesis includes a suggested explanation
of the subject. In quantitative work, it will generally provide a causal explanation or propose some association
between two variables. If the hypothesis is a causal explanation, it will involve at least one dependent variable
and one independent variable. In qualitative work, hypotheses generally involve potential assumptions built
into existing causal statements, which may be examined in a natural setting. Variables are measurable
phenomena whose values or qualities can change e. A dependent variable is a variable whose values or
qualities are presumed to change as a result of the independent variable. In other words, the value or quality of
a dependent variable depends on the value of the independent variable. Of course, this assumes that there is an
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actual relationship between the two variables. If there is no relationship, then the value or quality of the
dependent variable does not depend on the value of the independent variable. An independent variable is a
variable whose value or quality is manipulated by the experimenter or, in the case of non-experimental
analysis, changes in the society and is measured or observed systematically. Perhaps an example will help
clarify. Promotion would be the dependent variable. Change in promotion is hypothesized to be dependent on
gender. Scientists use whatever they can â€” their own creativity, ideas from other fields, induction, deduction,
systematic guessing, etc. There are no definitive guidelines for the production of new hypotheses. The history
of science is filled with stories of scientists claiming a flash of inspiration, or a hunch, which then motivated
them to look for evidence to support, refute, or refine their idea or develop an entirely new framework.
Prediction[ edit ] A useful quantitative hypothesis will enable predictions, by deductive reasoning, that can be
experimentally assessed. If results contradict the predictions, then the hypothesis under examination is
incorrect or incomplete and requires either revision or abandonment. If results confirm the predictions, then
the hypothesis might be correct but is still subject to further testing. Predictions refer to experimental designs
with a currently unknown outcome. A prediction of an unknown differs from a consequence which can already
be known. Testing[ edit ] Once a prediction is made, a method is designed to test or critique it. The
investigator may seek either confirmation or falsification of the hypothesis, and refinement or understanding
of the data. Though a variety of methods are used by both natural and social scientists, laboratory experiments
remain one of the most respected methods by which to test hypotheses. Scientists assume an attitude of
openness and accountability on the part of those conducting an experiment. Detailed record keeping is
essential, to aid in recording and reporting on the experimental results, and providing evidence of the
effectiveness and integrity of the procedure. They will also assist in reproducing the experimental results. This
is a diagram of the famous Milgram Experiment which explored obedience and authority in light of the crimes
committed by the Nazis in World War II. In experiments where controls are observed rather than introduced,
researchers take into account potential variables e. On the other hand, in experiments where a control is
introduced, two virtually identical experiments are run, in only one of which the factor being tested is varied.
This serves to further isolate any causal phenomena. For example in testing a drug it is important to carefully
test that the supposed effect of the drug is produced only by the drug. Doctors may do this with a double-blind
study:
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Learn more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Types of investigation Types of investigation The principles of fair testing are important, but may not always
enable students to understand ideas or concepts, answer their questions, or understand how scientists work and
the nature of science. Scientists use different methods of investigation in different circumstances. These
methods include in no particular order fair testing, identifying and classifying, modelling, pattern seeking, and
researching. Research has shown that science teaching is dominated by fair testing. The principles of fair
testing are important, but may not always enable students to understand ideas or concepts, answer their
questions, or understand how scientists work and the nature of science. The aim of this section is to broaden
your understanding of the different types of investigations you can use with your students. The activities
provided on this website also provide examples of these types of investigations. Fair testing Fair testing finds
relationships between factors variables. A single variable is changed while keeping other variables the same.
Any differences are said to be the result of the changed variable. This method will not work well where
investigations: Identifying and classifying Identifying and classifying involves sorting objects or events into
groups or categories. Clear systems criteria must be developed and used. Keys are often used as criteria to
carry out a classifying process, for example, identifying and naming plants. If the criteria are changed the
groupings that result may be quite different and can lead to new scientific discoveries. For example, living
things were initially divided into two kingdoms â€” plants and animals. When micro-organisms were
discovered and studied, changes were made to the classification system and the number of kingdoms. A five
kingdom classification system is now commonly accepted. Modelling A model can be used to help students
understand how a process works, or to explain ideas or a concept. More than one model can be used to explain
different aspects of the same concept, for example, there are several models that help describe the structure of
the atom. Some models are already produced, for example, a model heart or diagram. Others will need to be
set up, for example, using flour to model impact craters on the Moon. Electronic models can show sequences
and processes, and some can be found on the Internet, for example, Day and Night: Views from the Southern
Hemisphere and Open Heart. For information about the learning challenges of models see Teaching with
models. In pattern seeking, it is still important to note and record variables. The investigator needs to try to
identify patterns that result from these variables. This method is well suited to system sciences like geology,
astronomy, ecology, or meteorology. Once a pattern has been observed this may lead to other investigations in
an effort to try to explain why a particular pattern occurs, and to a classifying and identifying system. Pattern
seeking can also help us create models to explain observations, for example, to explain the phases of the
Moon. Students need to practice each stage in the research process. Focusing and planning Questions relevant
to the direction of the research are generated. Sourcing information Appropriate resources must be found.
Using a range of different sources of information helps ensure the ideas are those commonly accepted.
Analysis The information needs to be organised and then analysed to ensure that valid conclusions can be
drawn. Reporting Finally the research must be reported. This can be done in various ways â€” for example a
demonstration, a poster, a video or a report. Making better sense of the living world.
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Artistic research[ edit ] The controversial trend of artistic teaching becoming more academics-oriented is
leading to artistic research being accepted as the primary mode of enquiry in art as in the case of other
disciplines. As such, it is similar to the social sciences in using qualitative research and intersubjectivity as
tools to apply measurement and critical analysis. It is based on artistic practices, methods, and criticality.
Through presented documentation, the insights gained shall be placed in a context. This may be factual,
historical, or background research. Background research could include, for example, geographical or
procedural research. Patricia Leavy addresses eight arts-based research ABR genres: Documentary research
Steps in conducting research[ edit ] Research is often conducted using the hourglass model structure of
research. The major steps in conducting research are: Often, a literature review is conducted in a given subject
area before a research question is identified. A gap in the current literature, as identified by a researcher, then
engenders a research question. The research question may be parallel to the hypothesis. The hypothesis is the
supposition to be tested. The researcher s collects data to test the hypothesis. The researcher s then analyzes
and interprets the data via a variety of statistical methods, engaging in what is known as empirical research.
The results of the data analysis in rejecting or failing to reject the null hypothesis are then reported and
evaluated. At the end, the researcher may discuss avenues for further research. However, some researchers
advocate for the reverse approach: The reverse approach is justified by the transactional nature of the research
endeavor where research inquiry, research questions, research method, relevant research literature, and so on
are not fully known until the findings have fully emerged and been interpreted. Rudolph Rummel says, " It is
only when a range of tests are consistent over many kinds of data, researchers, and methods can one have
confidence in the results. Maurice Hilleman is credited with saving more lives than any other scientist of the
20th century. This process takes three main forms although, as previously discussed, the boundaries between
them may be obscure: Exploratory research , which helps to identify and define a problem or question.
Constructive research , which tests theories and proposes solutions to a problem or question. Empirical
research , which tests the feasibility of a solution using empirical evidence. There are two major types of
empirical research design: Researchers choose qualitative or quantitative methods according to the nature of
the research topic they want to investigate and the research questions they aim to answer: Qualitative research
This involves understanding human behavior and the reasons that govern such behavior, by asking a broad
question, collecting data in the form of words, images, video etc that is analyzed, and searching for themes.
This type of research aims to investigate a question without attempting to quantifiably measure variables or
look to potential relationships between variables. It is viewed as more restrictive in testing hypotheses because
it can be expensive and time-consuming and typically limited to a single set of research subjects. Quantitative
research This involves systematic empirical investigation of quantitative properties and phenomena and their
relationships, by asking a narrow question and collecting numerical data to analyze it utilizing statistical
methods. The quantitative research designs are experimental, correlational, and survey or descriptive.
Quantitative research is linked with the philosophical and theoretical stance of positivism. The quantitative
data collection methods rely on random sampling and structured data collection instruments that fit diverse
experiences into predetermined response categories. If the research question is about people, participants may
be randomly assigned to different treatments this is the only way that a quantitative study can be considered a
true experiment. If the intent is to generalize from the research participants to a larger population, the
researcher will employ probability sampling to select participants. Primary data is data collected specifically
for the research, such as through interviews or questionnaires. Secondary data is data that already exists, such
as census data, which can be re-used for the research. It is good ethical research practice to use secondary data
wherever possible. For example, a researcher may choose to conduct a qualitative study and follow it up with
a quantitative study to gain additional insights. As such, non-empirical research seeks solutions to problems
using existing knowledge as its source. This, however, does not mean that new ideas and innovations cannot
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be found within the pool of existing and established knowledge. Non-empirical research is not an absolute
alternative to empirical research because they may be used together to strengthen a research approach. Neither
one is less effective than the other since they have their particular purpose in science. Typically empirical
research produces observations that need to be explained; then theoretical research tries to explain them, and
in so doing generates empirically testable hypotheses; these hypotheses are then tested empirically, giving
more observations that may need further explanation; and so on. A simple example of a non-empirical task is
the prototyping of a new drug using a differentiated application of existing knowledge; another is the
development of a business process in the form of a flow chart and texts where all the ingredients are from
established knowledge. Much of cosmological research is theoretical in nature. Mathematics research does not
rely on externally available data; rather, it seeks to prove theorems about mathematical objects. Research
ethics[ edit ] Research ethics involves the application of fundamental ethical principles to a variety of topics
involving research, including scientific research. These principles include deontology , consequentialism ,
virtue ethics and value ethics. Ethical issues may arise in the design and implementation of research involving
human experimentation or animal experimentation , such as: Research ethics is most developed as a concept in
medical research. The key agreement here is the Declaration of Helsinki. The Nuremberg Code is a former
agreement, but with many still important notes. Research in the social sciences presents a different set of
issues than those in medical research [44] and can involve issues of researcher and participant safety,
empowerment and access to justice. The increasing participation of indigenous peoples as researchers has
brought increased attention to the lacuna in culturally-sensitive methods of data collection. As the great
majority of mainstream academic journals are written in English, multilingual periphery scholars often must
translate their work to be accepted to elite Western-dominated journals. Please update this article to reflect
recent events or newly available information. May Peer review is a form of self-regulation by qualified
members of a profession within the relevant field. Peer review methods are employed to maintain standards of
quality, improve performance, and provide credibility. Usually, the peer review process involves experts in the
same field who are consulted by editors to give a review of the scholarly works produced by a colleague of
theirs from an unbiased and impartial point of view, and this is usually done free of charge. The tradition of
peer reviews being done for free has however brought many pitfalls which are also indicative of why most
peer reviewers decline many invitations to review. Influence of the open-access movement[ edit ] The open
access movement assumes that all information generally deemed useful should be free and belongs to a
"public domain", that of "humanity". For instance, most indigenous communities consider that access to
certain information proper to the group should be determined by relationships. On the one hand, "digital right
management" used to restrict access to personal information on social networking platforms is celebrated as a
protection of privacy, while simultaneously when similar functions are used by cultural groups i. This could be
due to changes in funding for research both in the East and the West. Focussed on emphasizing educational
achievement, East Asian cultures, mainly in China and South Korea, have encouraged the increase of funding
for research expansion. Professionalisation [ edit ] The examples and perspective in this section may not
represent a worldwide view of the subject. You may improve this article , discuss the issue on the talk page ,
or create a new article , as appropriate.
5: Research - Wikipedia
Investigations Into the Method of the Social Sciences analyzes the nature of political economy, its subdivisions, its
truths, and the goals of research in the field.

6: Investigations into the Method of the Social Sciences | Mises Institute
The famed Methodenstreit of the late 19th century was the battle of method. It pitted the emerging Austrian School
against the German Historical School over a critically important question: what is the proper way to do social science?
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Investigations into the Methods of the Social Sciences has 6 ratings and 0 reviews. Here is the book that gave the
Austrian School its name! The famed.
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Investigations Into the Method of the Social Sciences - Carl Menger Podcast episode for 21 December Jeff Riggenbach
is a journalist, author, editor, broadcaster, and educator.
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